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WRAPPED IN 
SERENITY, LUXURY AND BLISS !

Bliss Orra is much more than a haven for solace seekers, a healing serenity of the countryside 
setting and an indulgent destination for luxury connoisseurs. The place is so exquisite, it brims 
with passion and power. It is a sanctuary wrapped in tranquillity and a treasure-trove of natural 

beauty that inspires well-being.

Whether you yearn to unplug from the frenzy of the city life or desire one-of-a-kind living 
space, Bliss Orra offers a crafted decadent setting that entails luxurious 3BHK Homes and 

flamboyant Stilt + 4 Homes.  Drawing on the essence of a strategic location and offering ultra-
luxe amenities at unbelievable price, a home in Bliss Orra is an extraordinary one. 

Here, luxury and splendour are woven into even the smallest detail, ensuring a well-deserved 
living experience for the privileged residents.

Come, discover the hidden gem and all that it has to offer !
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FABULOUS CENTRAL LOCATION
EVERYTHING JUST A BREEZE AWAY

It is one of the most beautiful feelings to have a home which is a perfect concoction of love, 
warmth and idyllic location. The master planned residential community is surrounded with 

everyday life and easy convenience, making it a perfect living choice for the residents.

Bliss Orra is strategically located in the outskirts of the City Beautiful.  Offering a great 
location so you can move easily to every spot in the city, the premium residential area is 

positioned on Chandigarh-Ambala Highway. The international airport is a 10-minutes ride 
while Chandigarh railway station is a 15-minutes run that is well connected to the other major 

cities of the country. It boasts of easy access to the city’s major landmarks including close 
proximity to the premiere shopping hubs, finest restaurants and top-class educational 

institutes.

Bliss Orra is a window to an urban lifestyle!
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AN ARCHITECTURAL BRILLIANCE
ZIRAKPUR’S PRIDE

Setting a new benchmark of magnificent architectural excellence and well-designed artistry, 
Bliss Orra is a wonder to behold. Snugly nestled in Zirakpur’s posh locale, the elite address 

bears testimony to the fine taste and luxe living statement of the residents. 

We intend to achieve high standards of construction quality by using the perfect combination 
of modern technology and traditional craftsmanship. Designed to deliver bespoke landmarks 

of the city, our dedicated team of engineers, architects and technical experts relentlessly 
pursue excellence to offer you a home where you can reside for years to come. 

Get a slice of life with a side of luxury !
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AMENITIES ABOVE THE ORDINARY
IT TAKES YOUR BREATH AWAY

With the sole purpose of refreshing the mind, relaxing the body and rebooting the monotony 
of daily life, Bliss Orra offers a living experience, where one can indulge in luxury. 

At Bliss Orra, we invite you to awaken your soul and renew your sense of wellness. 

Take a plunge into our luxury destination and embrace its pleasures at your own pace! 

We offer unique access to some of the most undiscovered experiences one can imagine!

Walled Gated Community

Stilt Parking

Power Backup

24 Hrs. Water

Shops within Complex

Fire Fighting Systems

Swimming Pool

Club House with Gymnasium

Open Air Lounge

CCTV Security

Lawn Tennis & Basket Ball Courts

Landscaped Gardens
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TEAM BEHIND THE PROJECT

With a humble beginning in the year 2007, Bliss Builders and Promoters have 
succeeded in establishing a reputation as a premier real estate builder and 

developer. We are a professional group of builders with experience of 10 years that 
contribute to our untiring efforts towards satisfying our clients with elegant, 

functional and custom-build residential buildings of unmatched quality. Our vision 
of ‘Building a Better Life’ extends across markets with several landmark 

developments to its credit including Bliss Homes, Bliss Avenue and City Pride. 

This year, the group extends its footprint with its newest project, Bliss Orra, which 
are low rise flats with the high rise amenities at an unbelievable price. A loyal, 
highly skilled, and motivated team ensures continuity of excellent service and 

strong relationships with existing and new clients.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Drawing/ Dinning /Bed Rooms

• Vitrified Tiles on Floor

•  Pleasing Shades of OBD/ AWD on Walls/

Ceilling

Electrical

• Modular Switches with Copper Wiring

Kitchen

• Modular Kitchen with Cupboards & Storage

• Granite Top with Stainless Steel Sink

• Tiles Upto Two Feet Above Counter

Washrooms

• Ceramic Tiles Upto Door Height

• Branded CP and Sanitary Fixtures

Door & Windows

• Hard Wood/ UPVC/ Powder Coated Aluminium

Frames

• Doors/ Shutters of Hard Wood/ Flush Doors/

Skins Moulded Doors/ UPVC Profiles

( 3BHK ) VIEW



PERFECT SOLUTION FOR YOUR WORRIES
A WELL- GUARDED COMMUNITY

Bliss Orra is a secured, gated community that offers a high level of privacy and security, 
making your family assured of a safe environment to reside in. Luxurious 3BHK Homes and 

flamboyant Stilt + 4 Homes is ideal for families with kids, retired couples and even independent 
individuals. With CCTV’s installed and trained guards at all entry and exit points, you can 

experience a relaxed and carefree lifestyle here, at Bliss Orra!

Come home to a secure community where you can make memories without any worries!

If LOCATION IS EVERYTHING

THIS IS FOR YOU !

MAIN LANDMARKS

AIRPORT
10 minutes

McDONALD's
03 minutes

RAILWAY
15 minutes

HOSPITAL
05 minutes

MALLS
05 minutes

BUS TERMINAL
03 minutes

SCHOOLS
05 minutes

WALMART STORE
02 minutes
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Visit Us: blissorra.co.in/     Call Us : 99151 44888




